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CONNECT WITH US.

Stay connected with us through Facebook®, Twitter®, Instagram®, and 

YouTube® for all the latest happenings and innovations. You can also browse 

design styles and get tips with the Inspired Living section of our website. 

And don’t forget to subscribe to our newsletter so you can get all the latest 

Delta® Faucet news delivered straight to your email inbox. 

INSPIRED LIVING
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www.deltafaucet.com/inspiredliving

Third party trademarks are the property of their respective owners.



=  Touch2O® Technology

=  Touch2O.xt™ Technology

=  MagnaTite® Docking

=  H2Okinetic® Technology

=  DIAMOND™ Valve

=  InnoFlex® Supply Lines

=  WaterSense® Labeled Product

=  Water-efficient

INNOVATIONS AROUND THE HOME.

From touch faucets with nearly 80 styles and finishes to stunning 

new bath collections, Delta Faucet continues to introduce new 

products and innovations that add elevated style and enhanced 

functionality to your home. This handy guide features our newest 

products and technologies. To see our full line of products and 

solutions, visit deltafaucet.com. 
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TOUCH2O® AND TOUCH2O.xt
™ TECHNOLOGIES.

The first of its kind. With more choices than ever. Thoughtfully designed 

to make kitchen tasks easier, Touch2O Technology allows you to turn the 

faucet on and off with just a touch—anywhere on the faucet’s spout or 

handle. It was the first innovation of its kind on the market, and now offers 

more styles, finishes and options than ever.

Enhance your touch experience with the additional benefit of going hands-

free with select models that feature Touch2O.xt Technology. Activate the flow 

of water by moving close to the faucet—it senses your presence anywhere 

4" around it. Choose Touch2O and Touch2O.xt Technology faucets for the 

kitchen and bath. And see how a touch can change everything.

Now featuring TempSense™ Technology that 

measures the temperature of water and the LED 

changes color as the water temperature changes.
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Blue means cold. Red means hot.
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TOUCH2O.xt
™ FAUCETS. NEW STYLES. NEW FINISHES. 

Touch it on and touch it off or go completely hands-free with Delta Faucet's newly 

expanded line of Touch2O.xt bath faucets. Along with the Dryden™, Addison™ 

and Lahara® faucets, you will be able to order the sleek, modern Compel® faucet 

with Touch2O.xt Technology. And for a dazzling new choice in finishes, check 

out Dryden faucets adorned in beautiful Polished Nickel. With more styles and 

more finishes to choose from, the Touch2O.xt faucets from Delta® are sure to 

please everyone. 

www.deltafaucet.com/touch2oxt
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BEVERAGE FAUCET WITH TOUCH2O® TECHNOLOGY. 

SOAP DISPENSER WITH TOUCH2O.xt
™ TECHNOLOGY. 

Expanding the realm of touch. Delta® is excited to bring its Touch2O 

Technology to the Beverage Faucet and Touch2O.xt
™ Technology to the 

Soap Dispenser. Add hands-free convenience to the Delta electronic soap 

dispenser by entering into the 1" capacitance sensing field to dispense 

liquid soap. Now everything around your kitchen sink can work with just a 

simple touch. 

Choose between traditional and transitional styles for the beverage faucet 

and traditional, transitional and contemporary styles for the electronic soap 

dispenser. With just a touch, you can get soap to wash your hands or fresh 

drinking water to cool off with.
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Brilliance® 
Stainless 

SS

Venetian 
Bronze® 

RB

Chrome Champagne 
Bronze™ 

CZ

Arctic™ 
Stainless 

AR

Matte 
Black 
BL*

*On select soap dispensers



Arctic™ 
Stainless 

AR
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LELAND® KITCHEN WITH TOUCH2O® TECHNOLOGY.

Traditional style with modern functionality. The Leland kitchen collection 

was inspired by the simple forms and beautiful lines of the Taj Mahal. This 

combination of style and sophistication is now offered with the modern 

feature of Touch2O Technology. Available on different configurations and 

finishes sure to complete your kitchen.

Chrome Venetian 
Bronze® 

RB



Arctic™ 
Stainless 

AR
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Chrome Matte 
Black 

BL

Venetian 
Bronze® 

RB

ESSA™ KITCHEN COLLECTION.

Soft contemporary take on a euro-design. The Essa kitchen collection includes 

subtle details that allow the faucet to blend with contemporary and transitional 

design. This design is paired with modern technology and features innovations 

such as Touch2O® Technology with TempSense™ Technology, MagnaTite® Docking 

and DIAMOND™ Seal Technology, for enhanced reliability and performance.



Polished 
Nickel 

PN

Chrome Brilliance® 
Stainless 

SS

TESLA™ BATH COLLECTION.

Progressive. Organic. Evolved. A natural fit for any 

room. Set apart from typical modern design by 

its divergence from cool, straight lines, the Tesla 

Bath Collection is an elegant, soft contemporary 

solution. The collection features a full suite of 

products and innovations, including an expanded 

accessory offering like a tissue holder with a 

removable cover, a light sconce and a new floor 

mount tub filler.
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Visit www.deltafaucet.com/tesla for additional information.



Champagne 
Bronze™ 

CZ*
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TRINSIC® AND COMPEL® BATH COLLECTION EXPANSIONS.

Sleek elegance of modern design at competitive price points. The latest 

product additions to the Trinsic and Compel Bath Collections are aimed to 

delight in both style and functionality. New models include a wall mount 

lavatory, vessel riser, high-arc faucet, tub only trims and TempAssure® 

thermostatic showers.

Chrome Brilliance® 
Stainless 

SS

Venetian 
Bronze® 

RB*

*Trinsic Collection Only
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FLOOR-MOUNT TUB FILLERS.

Sophistication that stands out. Sleek and modern 

or classically traditional, the Delta® Floor-Mount 

Tub Fillers make an elegant addition to your bath. 

The design of the single-hole, one-post tub filler 

allows for flexibility in rough-in location and reduces 

the time for installation. A variety of finishes are 

available for each model. 

Brilliance® 
Stainless 

SS

Venetian 
Bronze® 

RB

Champagne 
Bronze™ 

CZ

Chrome Polished 
Nickel 

PN
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ODYSSEY™ DIGITAL SHOWER.

Personalize your shower experience with just a touch. 

Delta Faucet is revolutionizing the shower experience 

with the introduction of the Odyssey Digital Shower. Step 

into an invigorating, personalized shower oasis controlled 

with just a simple touch on an intuitive touch screen. 

This latest smart solution is available in two designs. The 

future of showering is here. Enjoy.

Brilliance® 
Stainless 

SS

Venetian 
Bronze® 

RB

Champagne 
Bronze™ 

CZ

Chrome Polished 
Nickel 

PN

*Optional wireless remote available
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TEMP2O™ TECHNOLOGY HANDSHOWER AND SHOWERHEAD.

Get the right temperature every time. An LED display shows the temperature 

as well as a specific color for the temperature range. Enjoy the comfort of a 

perfect shower as well as peace of mind when bathing children and pets. 

Blue 
Below 80°F

Red 
Over 110°F

Magenta 
Between 80°F and 110°F



TEMP2O™ TECHNOLOGY TUB AND SHOWER.
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Take the guesswork out before you get in.  Three colors signal different 

temperature ranges for an easy, visual indication of the water temperature.

Battery Powered—Temperature display operates with 3 AAA batteries and provides 

an estimated 2 year battery life. 

Valve Only Option—Offered in a valve only option to allow you to order a specific 

handle to create your own custom look.

Complete Tub/Shower Option—A pre-configured option, available in each of the 

three designs.



H2OKINETIC® SHOWERS.

Feels like more water without using 

more water. It’s not magic. It’s the 

H2Okinetic unique wave pattern that 

creates the feeling of more water. 

Enjoy 3X the coverage of a standard 

shower resulting in a warm and 

soothing shower unlike any other.* 

For those wanting more spray 

settings, Delta® offers new multi-

setting H2Okinetic Showerheads, 

Handshowers and the popular 

In2ition® Two-In-One shower that 

meets WaterSense guidelines.

* Coverage measured in accordance with EPA WaterSense® 

Specification for Showerheads, March 4, 2010. 
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52690

52684

52687

52638-15-PK
52638-20-PK

52688

52637-15-PK
52637-20-PK

Multi-setting H2Okinetic® Showerheads

Multi-Setting H2Okinetic® Showerheads

51552 5556755421

H2Okinetic® Handshowers

58480-PK 58470 58472

In2ition® Two-in-One Showers with H2Okinetic® Technology

Visit www.deltafaucet.com/H2Okinetic for additional options.



DELTA® CATALOGS AND VIDEOS. 

Now it’s easier than ever to look up Delta product information. 

View online brochures, catalogs, installation videos and more. 

Or download them for convenient off-line viewing anywhere. 

www.deltafaucet.com/shopping-tools

TOUCH20 MAESTRO GAME. 

Touch the right faucets to play the right 

notes, and keep up as the game gets 

faster and tougher each round. The Delta 

Touch20 Maestro game is available for 

the iPad® via iTunes.® Enjoy many levels 

that will test your skills. 

DELTA VISION.

Want to know what a new Delta kitchen or bath 

faucet will look like in a specific setting? The Delta 

Vision app allows you to choose a faucet, take a 

photo of a sink/counter, and realize the vision. 
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 iPad and iTunes are registered trademarks of Apple, Inc.
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INSPIRED LIVING.

Read about smart new faucet inventions, browse kids’ bath design ideas, 

discover your kitchen personality or learn how to install a toilet and how 

to decorate your bath in a French Farmhouse style. You’ll find all this 

and more in the Inspired Living section of our website. Visit us today at 

deltafaucet.com/inspiredliving for your daily inspiration. 
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Delta Faucet Company
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Delta Faucet is committed to sustainability 

and providing smart water delivery solutions 

that maximize water savings without sacrificing 

comfort and convenience. Our commitment 

to sustainability extends to waste reduction 

and the preservation of natural resources 

and the environment. That’s why we choose 

to print on Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) 

certified paper.

WaterSense® is a registered trademark of 

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

FPO


